“Imagine wild camping, waking on a dewy morning, washing your face in
a stream - that’s how this record makes you feel.” - AMERICANA-UK.com

Jessica Rhaye’s latest release, Song In Me, embodies that ease
with a collection of natural tunes that reflect the seasoned
singer-songwriter’s maturing sense of herself and the world.
Song In Me is Jessica’s first collaboration with producer Dale
Murray, who recorded its eight tracks in the living room of his
country house in Port Howe, Nova Scotia, to get the warm, live
feel that Rhaye sought.
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Crash And Burn
Sun Will Shine For You
Good To Be Alive In The Country
My World
Lovely Lady
Time Will Only Heal Your Broken Heart
Little You Little Me
Song In Me

Inspired by the likes of John Denver and Ryan Adams, Jessica’s
fifth full-length album shows the New Brunswick artist fully
embracing her style. Unabashedly country on some tracks, she lets
her rustic roots show as never before. Jessica, with her stunning
vocals and lush melodies, has always moved easily between folk
and Americana, but resisted the country label sometimes ascribed
to her in the past. No more.
This album grew from a series of mellow Sunday-morning acoustic
sessions with Chris Braydon, Jessica’s long-time guitarist, and
Sandy Mackay, a celebrated singer, songwriter and multiinstrumentalist, whose stand-up bass and playful spirit added a
fresh element to the mix. The trio would meet weekly at her house,
with its view over the Kennebecasis River and the woods beyond.
The rural setting set the mood for a naturalist approach, and in the
cozy confines of the threesome she felt encouraged to let her quirks
- including idiosyncratic time signatures and unusual tempos - not
just show but shine.
Song In Me shows a more outward-looking artist at work, one
moving beyond personal experience.
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